Counselor, Teacher, and Friend: Understanding the Roles of Guidance Counselors

Molly Petner
Where?

- Mountain View Elementary School
Why School Counseling?

- What made me choose this internship?
What?

- What do I do for 140 hours?
- CORE Essentials
- 5th grade registration
- Meetings
  - Parents
  - Teachers
  - Students

2015-2016
Pros

- Never a dull moment
- Learned something new every day
- Gave me more confidence
- I learned what I enjoy and what I do not enjoy
- The kids
- Opportunities

Cons

- Sad stories
- Confidentiality can be hard
- Paper work
Highlights

- Cyberbullying Presentation
- Leadership Presentation
What Now?

- What about me?
- What about you?